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Bill Yule with his news update 

 

Changes at the top 
The Foundation has proposed a major change 

in its constitution.  There will be a smaller 

strategic Board with responsibility for 

governance and finance, and a new Board of 

Research and Implementation that will 

continue to promote research into how best 

to help children affected by wars and 

disasters.  The exciting thing is that this 

change will mean we can run our own 

projects with children, not only advise others 

to do so. 

 

Working with Others 
As a small charity, we will continue to 

collaborate with some of the larger NGOs.  In 

this past year, we have worked with, or been 

consulted by, Save the Children, WHO and 

International Rescue, among others.  The 

needs of refugees, particularly 

unaccompanied minors, pose major 

challenges.  For some time a number of 

Educational Psychology services have been 

using our Teaching Recovery Techniques 

(TRT), and we have recently been asked by 

three other services and some independent 

NGOs to train their staff in the use of TRT. 

 

Effectiveness of TRT 
A recent review of humanitarian 

interventions for children found that, 

although there were some 4,500 reports that 

claimed to show that children were helped, 

fewer than 35 reports were deemed to be 

properly based.  TRT featured as one of the 

few effective interventions.  Many studies 

now use the measures that we have 

developed to evaluate the effectiveness of 

training. 

 

Our International Range 
We continue to support the work of 

colleagues working with Syrian refugees.  We 

have responded to requests from Pakistan, 

Ukraine and Chile as well as the UK.  We keep 

in contact with those trained and get good 

feedback from them. 

I have spoken about our work with refugees 

at meetings of the European Federation of 

Psychology Associations in Lisbon and 

Istanbul.  I have also been invited by the 

European Commission to address their 

meeting in Lisbon in October.   

 

A New Appointment 
I now chair the British Psychological Society’s 

Presidential Task Force on Refugees and 

Migrants, where the work of the Children and 

War Foundation will feature strongly. 

 
 

News from Atle Dyregrov in Norway 

 

A Swedish Connection 
Atle Dyregrov reports from Bergen that Unni 

Heltne has been in Uppsala to conduct a 

training there for group leaders who work  
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with refugees in Sweden.  The work is led by 

Anna Sarkadi, associate professor at Uppsala 

University and a specialist in social medicine.  

They have translated the TRT manual and 

workbook into Swedish.  Several other 

Swedish groups have also approached us to 

use the manual, and when the Sarkadi group 

gain more experience, they can train others. 

 

Donations and Politics 
The Norwegian Board members have had 

meetings with representatives of UNICEF 

Norway and with the deputy minister of 

Foreign Affairs.  The MFA has been very 

positive about our work and know it well, but 

unfortunately there is a political decision to 

channel donations through larger 

organisations.  We are now looking into 

which organisation we should team up with 

that would mean the least bureaucracy. 

 

Organisational changes – Norway and 

UK together 
The new organisational changes in the 

Foundation’s constitution and will be finished 

for the next Board meeting when the new 

Board Structure  - with a Board of Directors 

plus a new Board of Research and 

Implementation – will become effective.  The 

new meeting will take place in January to 

allow the changes to the by-laws to come 

into effect. 
 

There have been two important meetings 

recently to put new life, energy and 

organisational structure into the efforts to 

support the work of the Foundation.  On the 

last day of August Harald Kobbe, the lawyer 

who works for the Foundation in Bergen, 

visited London.  He briefed a group of 

supporters on the changes on the 

restructuring of the Boards, designed, among 

other reasons, to create a more international 

organisation and to enable the UK to run its 

own projects (while avoiding any increased 

separation between Norway and the UK).  

Harald emphasised the excellent co-

operation that clinical professionals had 

managed to maintain over the years. 
 

 
RECENT NEWS FROM ELSEWHERE

 

 

The Tarik Kamal Foundation say thank you to Children and War 
 

After the report in the last edition of our Newsletter, we received the following note: 

 

A special thank you to the Children and War Foundation in Norway for working with us.  Not only 

do their intervention methods help the Tarik Kamal Foundation assist children after a disaster, but 

also children who are dealing with psychological trauma in their daily life.  For example, these 

intervention methods helped us assist mental health teams in Peshawar after the school shooting, 

but also currently help children in Islamabad who suffer every day from severe poverty, domestic 

violence, lack of food, extreme hardship, have seen grievous violence, etc. 

 

A special mention for Professor William Yule (King’s College, London) for all his work over the past 

decade, and guidance that has helped the Tarik Kamal Foundation counsel so many children, and 

carry out research studies on Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in Pakistan. 
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Masa Al-Kurdi – TRT successes in the Middle East 

 
Lebanon, Turkey, Syria, Greece have all been benefitting from interventions thanks to training by 

the Dubai-based Dr Masa Al-Kurdi and her teams, and there is a possibility too of training teams in 

Erbil, Iraq, though this is still in the pipeline.  Work is now in place to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the implementation with children. The gold standard for research into efficacy of interventions, 

Randomised Control Trials, is being put in place by Masa Al-Kurdi in four countries now. The 

results will follow and will be used to refine the methodology. 

 

In Lebanon the team has just commenced a third cycle of training others in TRT – and are due to 

start a fourth this time not just training TRT for working with child groups but also combining this 

with training them to run groups with parents. She has been collaborating with Aala El-Khani in 

Manchester as they have already been running such groups (see the report from her in Newsletter 

3). In Gaziantep, Turkey with a first cycle successfully completed, a second is now underway. In 

Thessaloniki, Greece, twenty volunteers are being trained at the end of September with a view to 

implementation in three newly established camps in collaboration with the Syrian American 

Medical Society. 

 
At the annual conference held by the Syrian Association for Mental Health (SAMH) in Gaziantep. Unni Marie Heltne and 
Dr. Masa Al-kurdi presented a one-hour lecture on behalf of the Foundation about the TRT manual.  

Video Training for TRT 
Masa and co-trainer Lamia are trying to get funding to develop material in Arabic to aid TRT 

training using video.  This will eventually help too for training from a distance, usually via Skype. 

 

Children and War supported by pupils of the Dragon School 

 
The amazing sum of £2,000 was given to the Foundation by the pupils of The Dragon School, 

Oxford, when they selected Children and War as one of their target charities.  Organised by 

Director of Social Impact Danny Gill the children are taught to appreciate the privileged education 

they have, and each year they hold a huge sale to collect money for charities.  We at Children and 

War say an enormous thank-you to the school and especially to the pupils of Year 7 (B Block). 

        



 

 
London Fundraising Group Report 

 
Last year the illustrious Allegri Quartet asked us if 

they could do an informal concert to try out some 

new pieces. This was a godsend as we were able 

to ask the people who came (with only two days’ 

notice) to make a donation to Children and War – 

which they did with pleasure, and the concert 

was a huge success. The fantastic playing by the 

Allegri is always a huge privilege to listen to.  

Following that evening, the Allegri extremely 

generously then offered to do a “proper” concert 

just for Children and War. So, at the beginning of 

June 2016 the Quartet came back to Cromwell 

Tower in the Barbican to play the Schubert 

Quartet, Death and the Maiden. This is a piece 

that is incredibly difficult to play but magical to 

listen to, especially in the hands of the wonderful 

Allegri.  The audience that evening was treated to 

a concert that can only be described as sublime 

and uplifting, the most wonderful rendition 

imaginable. People who knew the piece well said 

they had never heard it played better. So, thanks 

to the exceptional kindness of the Allegri in giving 

us the benefit of their talent as well as giving up 

their valuable time as a result of which we were 

able to raise several thousand pounds for 

Children and War. We thank all four of the 

Quartet hugely for all they have done! 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Added to this we must add considerable thanks 

too to Tim, Manager at our local Barbican 

Waitrose who, when asked if Waitrose might 

support Children and War for a second time (see 

Newsletter 1) kindly offered a very superior 

bottle of champagne for our raffle. Laura 

Tomlinson obtained some excellent coffee table 

books, which were also raffled. The star prize for 

one lucky person was a large mounted 

photograph – a beautiful abstract of colour and 

water – taken and donated by polymath 

architect, sculptor and photographer, Stephen 

Williams. 

 

On a lovely end-of-June Friday evening, Art 

Historian, National Gallery lecturer and painter,  

 

 

 

Lydia Bauman, entertained and educated a large 

group of Supporters with an illustrated talk  

entitled Art, a Detective Story: Decoding Symbols 

in Paintings. Those who were there learned that 

carrying around a colander of water which does 

not fall through the holes is a sure sign of chastity 

– even if it is being held by a scantily clad woman. 

And Vermeer was able with a few deft changes of 

detail – like the pictures on the walls or on the 

Dutch tiles in the background – show which 

woman at the virginals was truly the good one. 

The symbols used in painters’ codes were so 

numerous that a book was written to ensure that 

everyone, patron artist and viewer got it 

absolutely right.  

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bill Yule gave a short talk about the work of 

Children and War, the wine flowed and there was 

dinner (a big team effort) with the excellent 

result of lots of money to support the charity. 

 

You can write to us or unsubscribe at any time 

by letting us know at our new email address 

newsletter@childrenandwar.org 

Helen Likierman and Julian Hale 

(Editors) 

Donations can be made via our website 

http://www.childrenandwar.org/make-

a-donation 

through 

www.JustGiving.com/cwf 

The Allegri Quartet 
First Violin Martyn Jackson 
Second Violin Raffy Todes 
Viola  Dorothea Vogel 
Cello  Vanessa Lucas-Smith 

To find out more about Lydia’s work 
and lectures go to her website: 
Lydiabauman.com 
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